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Telecom:

History & Milestones
•
•

Telephone 1876 — Bell Telephone Co. 1877
Bell System monopoly formed (the original AT&T) c. 1907-1920

•

Communications Act of 1934

•

Bell monopoly divestiture c. 1986

•
•

Telecommunications Act of 1996
Wired vs. wireless

•
•

Roll-out of cellular wireless (2G, 3G) c. 1990-2010
Reincarnation of the monopoly—c. 2000

•

Cross-subsidization of wireless c. 2000-2020

– Theodore Vail buys up thousands of phone companies (Re-Inventing Wires, see footnote 57)
– Established the FCC

– AT&T long distance + 7 regional bell companies (RBOCs)

– Wired service (Telephone) regulated under Title II (Common Carrier)
– Wireless and cable unregulated

– Verizon and AT&T (former Southwestern Bell Co.)

– Diversion of fiber to serving cell sites
– Neglect and overpricing of the wired (e.g., Verizon abandons FiOS™)
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Cellular wireless Industry:
the 5G juggernaut

• 5G Drivers:
– The industry’s need to sell more phones & network
gear
• A new generation every decade or so—now 5G
• Slowing cellphone sales since 2017
• Planned obsolescence business model

– Ability to appropriate your public rights-of-way
• Industry funded backdoor legislation and regulation (ALEC)
• The new 5G subsidy
• Appropriation of public rights-of-way for private corporate
gain
• Loss of municipal revenue and regulation
• Forced taxpayer subsidization of wireless industry
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Community Risks:
the cellular wireless & 5G juggernaut

•
•
•
•

RISK
RISK
RISK
RISK
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2—Your
3—Your
4—Your

community’s Rights (and money)
privacy and surveillance
public health and safety
energy supply and climate
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Community Risk: Your rights of way
the cellular wireless & 5G juggernaut

• RISK 1—Rights:
– Loss of community rights, property, and rights-of-way
• Strategy: preemption of local public property and rights-ofway
• Give Telecom corporations a “grant by-right” to public
property & rights-of-way
• American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC)
– Model legislation passed in ~20 states—preempting local regulation

• FCC 2018 Order under Chairman Agit Pai (Verizon attorney)
– FCC a “captured agency” (see Harvard Univ, Safra Center for Ethics)

– Loss of community right to environmental regulation
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Community Risk: Your privacy
the cellular wireless 5G juggernaut

• RISK 2—Your Privacy, and surveillance:
– Risk to personal privacy
• Corporate and government monitoring and surveillance
• Surveillance Capitalism (book title by Zuboff)

– Cellular wireless devices are designed for:
•
•
•
•

Monitoring,
Tracking,
Surveillance,
Behavior modification

– IoT (Internet-of-Things) will be designed for the same
• The trade in data and behavior
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Privacy Risk and the IT Industry:
the rise of “Surveillance Capitalism”

Harvard Business Professor Zuboff
describing what is driving tech
today.
Wireless products and networks
are especially being used to
fulfill the need for surveillance
using Big Data.
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Privacy Risk and the IT Industry

the rise of “Surveillance Capitalism”*
•

Transformation of IT to “surveillance” business model c. 2000
–
–
–
–
–

FROM> selling products and services
TO> trading on your personal data and your behavior
Invented by Google c. 2000
Adopted by Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, etc.
Now adopted by Verizon & AT&T
•

And by the entire IT industry

– Advertising has become the primary driver for the Internet

•

Now about selling the data — Google & Facebook:

•

Wireless devices and networks are complex and proprietary

•

But wired (fiber network) devices an services are much less susceptible

– Selling behavior (e.g., advertising)
– Selling behavior modification (e.g., Cambridge Analytica)
– Selling control of people (evolving to political control)
– Surveillance technology is built-in to smartphones, IoT devices, appliances, cars, etc.
– Fiber networks are simple and open
– PCs are more private and secure

*
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Community Risk: public health & safety
the cellular wireless & 5G juggernaut

• RISK 3—Public Health:
– Risk to public health and safety
– Microwave and millimeter wave radiation:
• Demonstrated cancer risk from electromagnetic radiation
• Potential for numerous biological and health effects
• Damage to environment (birds, bees, insects, animals,
plants, trees, etc).
• Massive roll-out with poorly understood radiation and
propagation characteristics and risks
• FCC limits are obsolete – misplaced focus on ionizing
radiation
• FCC limits are based only on thermal effects (SAR)
• FCC acknowledges it has no health expertise
• Research shows “non-thermal” effects from “weak” fields
– Signal modulation and repetition may be more important than strength
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cellular wireless radiation issues
•
•

•

•

Problems with FCC RF Regulations:
Potential cellular wireless radiation impacts have not been fully
accounted for in current FCC regulations on radio frequency (RF)
exposure safety. Current FCC regulations regarding RF radiation, not
officially updated since 1996, only place specific absorption rate (SAR)
limits on devices operating at frequencies up to 6.0 GHz. In 2012, the
FCC itself has admitted that “SAR measurement procedures required
for testing recent generation wireless devices need further
examination.”
SAR is the measurement of RF energy absorbed by the head or body
that helps determine safe RF exposure levels. See Element, “RF
Exposure: Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) Testing,” at: https://bit.ly/
2XgHuoB.
See FCC, “Draft Laboratory Division Publications Report” (2012),
at:https://apps.fcc.gov/eas/comments/GetPublishedDocument.html?
id=255&tn=567064.
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Community Risk: public health & safety
the cellular wireless & 5G juggernaut

• NIH NTP (National Toxicology Program) study of
cellphone radiation (2G, 3G)
– Found clear evidence of tumors in male rats
•
•
•
•

Clear evidence of heart tumors
2 year study published in 2018 (funded by US Government)
Some evidence of tumors in brain, adrenal glands, etc.
DNA damage in blood and brain

• Many years of research showing harmful biological
or health effects
– 500 studies
– 2000 papers

• Calls to apply “precautionary principle”
– 240 scientists call for moratorium
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Community Risk: energy & climate
the cellular wireless & 5G juggernaut

• RISK 4—Energy:
– Risk to energy supply and climate
– Exponential growth of Energy consumption by telecom
• Access networks
• Data centers

– Wireless access uses at least 10 X the energy of wired
• Fiber consumes the least energy of any technology
• “Small cell” proliferation will increase energy another 10 x

– Energy guzzling and not sustainable
• Nearly 5-10% of world’s energy, doubling every few years

– Only 1% of Internet traffic may actually be useful
• Mostly garbage, advertising overhead, and surveillance data
2020-03-21
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Coming Soon
—with your support
A new report on
sustainability in
telecommunications
National Institute for
Science,
Law and Public Policy
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• Full life cycle energy consumption
• Embodied energy in manufacture
• Source material costing
• Business model & application
considerations
• Systemic issues and relationships
• Political economic considerations
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“Smart Meter” Radio Networks:
obsolete for our new energy economy
• Obsolete and inappropriate meter technology (AMI/AMR)
– Smart meter offers no value to consumers
• Excessive deployment costs and short service life
• Health and safety risk (EMF/microwave radiation, fire hazard, etc.)
• Surveillance and privacy risks (excessive personal data collection)

– Smart meter offers no value to grid for energy management
• Granular consumption data is useless and not needed for monthly billing
• Radio networks too limited (and slow) for demand response (DR) applications
• Mainly for cramming the ratebase and increasing return on capital assets
(profits)
• Useful for firing meter readers and moving operating expense to capital
expense (profits)
• Not helpful for solar energy grid integration

– New touted “Time Of Use” (ToU) rates offer a false promise
• ToU is ineffective without automated premises equipment to manage energy
• To camouflage for hiding rate increases
• To sustain coal plant baseload at night—curtail the sun and wind to burn more
coal
2020-03-21
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“Smart Meter” Radio Networks:
obsolete for a new energy economy
• DER & EMMA
– DER: Distributed Energy Resources
– EMMA: Energy Management and Metering Architecture

• Now Fiber supports the rise of new distributed energy
resources: community-based solar
– Future integration of metering and energy management
architecture
• AMI was advanced in 1990 – no longer “advanced”
• ToU pricing is too little and too late
• EMMA and Transactive Energy (TE) to replace AMI metering

• Future high-speed real-time grid management
and local energy trading/balancing
• Enables distributed solar-plus-storage microgrids
– Offers community resilience
– Offers better sustainability
2020-03-21
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Fiber and the energy grid:
enabling a new renewable energy economy
FIBER

TO THE

Fiber

Sustainability
Resilience
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PREMISES VS. CELLULAR
WIRELESS

Fiber is future-proof
Fiber is simple
Fiber is open

Energy

Wireless is planned obsolescence
(unsustainable consumerism)
Wireless is complex
Wireless is proprietary

Fiber enables
renewables
Fiber is energy efficient
Wireless is about surveillance
x10
Fiber owned by the community Wireless is slower Environment
always
Fiber is a basic public utility
Wireless is adjunct
(like water, sewer, streets, service
Wireless is for things
etc.)
that move
Climate
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The new energy economy
key elements

• The “DDD” principles:
– Decentralization
– Democratization
– Decarbonization

• Technologies & strategies
–
–
–
–
–

Distributed solar-plus-storage
Premises-based energy management systems
Community solar gardens with storage
Community microgrids managed by optical fiber networks
“Transactive Energy” based on optical fiber

• Community benefits
–
–
–
–
–
–

Reliability
Resilience
Sustainability
Self-reliance
Security
Lower net cost
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What can states and cities do?
Enable community fiber!

•

Fiber should be first priority for every community

•

Fiber access is superior to wireless in essentially every respect

– Fiber is basic utility like sewers, water, roads, etc
– Owned and controlled by the municipality / community
– Wireless is adjunct service (for things that move)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Speed and quality (standard: 1 gigabit, symmetrical)
Privacy
Security
Resilience
Safety
Reliability
Cost

•
•

Internet access is a necessity of modern life to people and their governments
Dependency of cellular on cross-subsidies (and now on local subsidies)

•
•

Cellular wireless is an energy hog (10 x worse than wired)
Community Fiber would reduce need for cellular wireless

– Not really economical or profitable without externalizing its costs

– Wireless is for things that move

2020-03-21
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What can states and cities do?
Enable community fiber!

•

Facilitate fiber— community owned and controlled

•

Reclaim local control of cellular wireless facilities

•

Enact data protection laws

•
•
•
•

Sponsor health and safety studies of electromagnetic fields (EMF)
Enforce environmental protection laws
Support antitrust enforcement and divestiture
Investigate 20 years of phone/landline cross-subsidies for wireless

•

Oppose mergers and acquisitions

•

Support national legislation for a comprehensive new energy economy

– Integration of distributed energy and new “smart grid”
– Propose/support legislation to reduce wireless dependency and exposure
– e.g., California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)

– The “Irregulators” vs. FCC lawsuit – U.S. 10th District Court of Appeals – January 2020
– e.g., 15 AGs opposed Sprint/T-mobile merger
– Fiber is an essential part of the new renewable, resilient electricity grid
– Distributed solar microgrids and new fiber “smart grid”
– Enable optical fiber nationwide — community owned and controlled
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What can Lakewood do?

Enable community fiber and energy
• Beef up local ordinances on small cell facilities

– Retain/assert local “police powers” to improve local codes

• Tighten up planning/zoning restrictions on small cells

– Pass Council resolutions to protect public health, safety, welfare
– Improve local control in Lakewood (Ord. O-2020-1) cell siting
guidelines)
– Add Environmental review (NEPA), insurance clause, aesthetics,
historic, etc.
– Add Contingency clause

• Develop strategic fiber infrastructure & partnerships
– Use muni bonding authority

• Get control over electricity utility via community opt-out strategy
– Use fiber for metering network instead of wireless

• Develop/fund community microgrids (per Homeland Security)
– Grid sustainability, reliability, and resilience
– Use fiber to control community microgrids
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Examples of regulatory failure
• FCC has failed its responsibility to protect the public health and
safety
– “Regulatory Capture” (captured by the regulated industry)

• Recent examples of similar regulatory failures:
– FAA failure to regulate Boeing safety

• 737 MAX 8 design and testing debacle
• Chronic failure regulate/ reliance on self-regulation by Boeing
• WSJ – Dec. 12 – “Internal FAA Review saw high risk of 737 Max crashes”

– California PUC failure to regulate PG&E safety

• Repeated failure to deal with transmission fires
• Reliance of utility self-regulation and low priority
• WSJ – Dec. 8 – “ ‘Safety is not a glamorous thing’: How PG&E regulators failed to
stop wildfire crisis”

– FCC failure to investigate cellphone radiation safety

• Renews obsolete radiation limits (Dec. 2019)
• Defers to other agencies (e.g., FDA) that are also unprepared
• Flies in the face of NIH National Toxicology Program study showing that cellphones
can cause cancer
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Summary & Conclusions
• 5G is 5th generation of cellular wireless technology
• 5G is difficult to define

– Different frequency bands by different carriers
– Different implementation of 5G protocols in different areas
– An add-on to 4G (not a replacement)

• 5G is a marketing tool to sell new techologies and cellphones
• 5G is not a phone system
– It is a data collection, distribution & surveillance system
– Based on advertising
– Not a “voice” system, only about data

• Wireless carriers have spent millions on millimeter spectrum
– They must roll out these millimeter bands (24 & 28 GHz)
– But millimeter won’t work without small cell infrastructure

• The people need fiber FIRST—an essential public utility

– Wireless is an adjunct service for things that move—a convenience
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For more information, and to get involved
please visit:

www.CO4safetech.com
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